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IS program
benefits hungry
and homeless

FOOTBAll WINS!

Fourth quarter field goal bounces LB
By Matthew Butts
Staff Writer

The School oflnternational StudThe Walt Harris era at the University of the Pacific dawned on its first
bright morning last Sunday, as the
new head coach and his hard-working team found their first victory of
the season the night before, a 26-25
decision over Long Beach State.
It ended with what all watching
would attest to be one of the most
intense moments in football. With
1:16 remaining in the final quarter,
the Tigers were behind 23-25 and
kicker Jon Derr was attempting a 42yard field goal.
As several Pacific players knelt
heads down in prayer along the sideline, holder Tony Nordbeck took the
snap and placed the ball on the grass
awaiting Derr's right foot. A spinning quail of a kick, the ball never got
more than twenty feet off the ground,
and began to die at the goal line. But
the combined will of the Pacific team
and crowd gained the remaining 10
yards, where the ball struck near the
center of the crossbar and popped up
over the steel tube. Four thousand
hopeful eyes watched it fall to the
back of the uprights, sending Derr
into Nordbeck's arms and Stagg
Memorial Stadium into a frenzy.
The road to this storybook ending

,t:>, student association is sponsoring

one

acommunity outreach program which
will benefit the hungry and homeless
in the Stockton community.
The program stems from the plan,ing of OASIS, the Open Assembly
of the School of International StudieS. This project, now through its
fonnative stages, involves the coopof ARA, ASUOP, and all stuwilling to donate their Wednesday lunches.
OASIS representatives Tony
Gleason and Kevin Dangers approached Ron Klink, the senior food
service director for ARA, with the
following proposal: "OASIS would
like to undertake a project to benefit
the Stockton community whereby
students from OASIS and the greater
campus would give up their Wedneslunch as a donation to the StockEmergency Food Shelter, and ~
aherorganizations, on a weekly basis. .g
·u
would agree to supply the ~
buman resources necessary to collect Q)
100 names of at least 25 donors every
week before Monday at noon, and t:
transport the donated food to the .
chosen organization on the following :s::
Wednesday."
~
Before presenting this to ARA,
OASIS speaker Tony Gleason enlisted the vocal support and endors~
ment of the ASUOP Senate.
f'
The proposal was readily accepted
byARA, and vocally supported by
Ron Klink: "I thinkfromARA'sstandBy Sara Schroeder
News Editor
point, a program like this has been a
loog time coming. If we can exert a
One of UOP's most underrated
tittle extra effort to brighten someand unknown resources is about to
one's day and put food on the table,
add a jewel to its crown. As a scien(See OASIS, bock page)
tific research tool for students, the
UOP Science Library is currently
demonstrating Medline and Drug
Information Source Indexes on CDROM.
The CD-ROM (compact disk -read only memory) is a computer
system that uses a compact disk as its
database. The database is an index
Five thefts were reported to the
that lists large groups of magazines.
DepanmentofPublic Safety this week
All students are familiar with reader's
with a total loss of $330. On Friday
guides which index magazines such
astudent reported his backpack was
as Time, Newsweek, Harper's, Ebstolen from inside his car, which was
ony, etc.
parked in Lot #7 (behind Archania
In the demonstration, the MedFraternity). Other thefts included a
line disk contains information from
parking permit, five bottles of Polar
the Index Medicus, which lists over
Water, one bicycle, and the base to
3,000 medical journals, the InternaArchania's teeter-totter. The base to
tional Nursing Index, and the Index
Archania's teeter-totter was recovto Dental Literature. In book form, a
ered.
one-year index is over 20 two-inch
One auto burglary and one atvolumes. The same information can
lempted auto burglary occurred this
Vleek with a loss to property exceeding $325. Sometime between Tuesday night and Wednesday morning, a
student's red Volkswagen Cabriolet
W
as broken into while parked on
Chapel Way in front ofMorris Chapel.
By Danika Oswald
Since nothing was taken, the suspect
Staff Writer
Was apparently scared off. Anyone
Promoting community and UniWho witnessed this crime is encourversity integration is the major emaged to call Public Safety.
phasis of two new programs being
Five acts of vandalism were responsored by the School of Business
JlOrted this week with damages totaland Public Administration.
ing $400. On Friday a student reThe Pacific Business Forum
PClrted that someone broke a passenbrings leaders from business and
ger window to her car, which was
government to address contemporary
Parked in front of Eiselen House.
issues and themes related to manageOther losses included a window at
ment, public policy and business
Bannister Hall, door glass at George
effectiveness.
Wilson Hall, and two windows to fire
SBPA Dean Dr. Mark Plovilick
ex.tinguisher boxes.
said
that the purpose of the forum is
Six adults and two juveniles were
to
"try
to present a diversity of points
lirested this week. On Tuesday three
of
view,"
and to "present interesting
SUspects, who were seen in lot #8
speakers
at
a time when students and
(School of Pharmacy, Brookside
the
business
community can take
aoad). were arrested for vehicle theft.
advantage
of
it."
Asecond car was recovered in Lot #8
"It [the program] is designed priWhich these suspects may have stomarily
as an outreach vehicle," said
len. Other arrests included three sus"[We] saw it as an opportuPlovnick,
Pects prowling around cars at the
nity
for
students
to mingle with the
'townhouse Apartments, a suspect for
business
community."
'fandalism at Grace Covell and an
The first speaker in the four
escapee from the San Joaquin County
speaker series is Greenlaw "Fritz"
Jail.

'T

j

lib ary explo .es tech

CRIME REPORT

One·car
stolen

be found on a single compact disk.
The program currently on display
offers many functions that ease research tremendously. Of course, the
computer's searching in a matter of
seconds is easier than thumbing
through pages of text in several different volumes. The Medline program will cross-reference subject
titles. If the user is looking for the
ethical issues of fetal tissue research,

The program...
offers many
functions that
ease research
tremendously.
the program will look for "ethical"
within the fetal tissue entries.
The user can put limits on the
topic he wishes to call up, suiting the
data retrieved for his needs. For instance, when looking up the main
topic "Diabetes Mellitus," the user
can specifically requestarticles about
humans, about women, and printed

logy Development offices

in English.
The Medline program is designed
to be user-friendly. Judy Andrews in
the Science Library believes that it
shouldn't take hours of time just to
learn how to use the program. There
are six different Medline programs
available, and through demonstrations she will decide which is the best
for the UOP Science Library. The
subscription to Medline is about
$3,000 per year and, Andrews says,
"that is a cheap one." The book-form
of the same material costs $700 per
year.
Andrews plans to purchase the
CD-ROM hardware, a PC clone and
a compact disk player designed to
function together sometime this
semester. The first database to be
purchased will be ERIC, a collection
of scientific material not found in
journals or books. It is considered
"fugitive material," that which is
presented at conferences and other
non-print media. Andrews hopes to
purchase a Medline program next
(See CD-ROM, page 3)

Speakers address business issues
Grupe, founder and chainnan/CEO
of the Grupe Company. The prominent land developer will speak tonight at 5:30p.m. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. Admission is free and
open to all students, faculty and
community members.
Grupe's presentation is planned
in conjunction with the dedication of
the newly refurbished Weber Hall,
where the School of Business is located. Construction to remodel the
old science lab building began several years ago and was just finished in
February 1988.
President Atchley and Dean
Plovnick will dedicate the new facilities at 4 p.m. today and present
commemorative gifts to contributors.
New features of the building include a 1,250 square foot management development classroom, a 1,250
square foot tiered amphitheater lecture hall, five lecture-discussion
rooms, five "break out" rooms, a
computer laboratory, and office space
for conference and workshop personnel as well as faculty and admini-

was set up four and a half minutes
into the fourth quarter. The 49ers of
Long Beach State were up by nine
points, and the game seemed headed
to an all too familiar conclusion for
Pacific football followers. But the
team rallied to score twice in the final
6:47 of the contest, on a 1-yard Scott
Lubow leap into the endzone and
then on the dramatic Derr field goal
that provided the margin of victory.
The Tigers fell behind early, giving up two touchdowns in the first
quarter, on a run of 5 yards by Reggie
Webb that followed an interception
of Pacific quarterback Troy Kopp
and on a 10-yard pass from Paul
Oates to Sean Foster. However, they
were unable to convert on either of
the extra point attempts.
Kopp, now firmly entrenched as
Pacific's starter at quarterback, became the first UOP passer to throw
for more than 300 yards since Paul
Berner did it in 1984, with his 320
yards going into the record books as
the fourth-best game total in Pacific
history. He completed 23 of 39 attempts, of which included two scoring tosses and that single, early interception.
UOP did come back from the 120 defic1t to their first lead of the
season, a 13-12 halftime advantage.
(See FOOTBALL, bock page)

stration.
These new facilities will be the
focal point of SBPA's second new
program, the Center for Management
Development.
The center is also a community
outreach vehicle that allows community business organizations to hold
meeting and training seminars in the
facilities, specifically in the new
executive training room on the first
floor.
"The University hasn't always
been embraced by the community."
said Plovnick. "This center is a way
to get more involved."
Grupe's presentation and the
dedication today mark the beginnings
of these new programs. The three
other speakers in the Pacific Business Forum series are Robert T.
Monagan, president of the California
Economic Development Corporation
(December 5), Tom Flores, president
and general manager of the Seattle
Seahawks and fanner Oakland Raiders head coach (February 15), and
(See SBPA. page 3)

concentrate on
endowment crisis

By Sienna Yoshida
Staff Writer
Bums Tower stands on the east
side of campus acting as a landmark,
so few recognize its importance for
the offices it houses. Unknown to
many are the Offices ofinstitutional
Advancement at UOP, whose developmental function is essential to the
future of our University.

"Most foundations
would prefer to
support certain
programs at the
University"
Development includes the annual
fund, which solicits alumni; endowment, which includes unrestricted
funds from corporate and private
sources; scholarships, and securing
funds for the physical development
of the campus.
This year, President Atchley has
brought the endowment crises to the
top of his agenda. (UOP has an exceptionally low endowment for a
university of its age.) This has direct!y affected various sections of the
development office, including corporate and foundation fundraising.
Scott Sheldon, director of Corporate andFoundationRelations at UOP,
is one of a team of development officers at Pacific who are in the process

of implementing a new plan to increase the University endowment.
The development office has its
"work cut out for it." The higher the ,..
goal the more challenging it becomes,
he said, adding that "most foundations would prefer to support specific
programs at the University rather than
give directly to the endowment"
Presently the endowment is supported by foundations as the William
Randolph Hearst Foundation and the
FredGellertFoundation. Sheldon said
that many colleges consider an endowment equal to one year's budget
as one measure of fiscal stability. If
UOP is successful in its new campaign, the endowment will be brought
up to about $50 million, equal to
approximately half of the University's annual $100 million budget.
Other foundations and corporations that have contributed to the
University include the James Irvine
Foundation, Fletcher Jones Foundation and William Know Holt Foundation. All three have contributed for
building construction and/or renovation or for equipment purchases.
The competition and criteria for
utilizing corporate and foundation
funds is fierce but Sheldon remains
optimistic. "There's a large untapped
marketplace out there," he said. With
a great deal of effort, coordination
and cooperation, the new plan will be
underway.
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IN THE NEWS-- ASUOP managers offer services
The theme of this year's United Way campaign is "Everyday people
helping people everyday".•.Last year the University set a new record by
contributing over $20,000. This year the United Way goal is even higher
because the community need is even higher. Please consider contributing to
the 1989 United Way Campaign.
SBPA presents the Pacific Business Forum speaker series...Leaders
from business, government and other fields will address contemporary
issues related to management, public policy, and business effectiveness. The
ftrst presentation will be given by Greenlaw "Fritz" Grupe, Jr., founder and
chairman/CEO of the Grupe Company. The forum will be held tonight from
5:30-6:30 in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall. For information on upcoming
speakers contact SBPA at946-2476.
Jewish community observes High Holy Days...The Office of the
University Chaplain asks that UOP students, faculty and staff be sensitive to
peopleobserving this religious holiday. Monday, Oct. 8 is Yom Kippur, a day
when students, faculty and staff may request to be excused from regular
responsibilities.

i.

School orEngineering professor publishes book...Gary Martin's book,
"Making the Most of Your Co-Op," was published by the Western Resource
Center for Cooperative Education.
Volunteers are needed...to give vital personal and medical support to
terminally ill cancer patients and their families through Hospice's Program
of Care. Please call 466-0699 for more information.
National Science Foundation offers fellowships ...Three-year graduate
fellowships in science and engineering fields are available. Additional
awards will be offered to encourage women to undertake graduate study in
engineering fields. The application deadline is Nov. 9. For more details, pick
up a program announcement from your department chair, graduate dean, or
Financial Aid Office.

.,.
~

Volunteers needed to assist KUOP-FM's fund drive...Volunteers are
needed to answer phones during Invest in the Best, the fall fund drive, which
will take place Oct. 7-28. For more information call Donna Holdych at ext.
2582.

·'
l'

...,,

Night of Champions features Oakland A's players...Pitchers Storm
Davis and Mike Moore and other Oakland A's team members will be at the
Spanos Center on Sunday, Oct 8 at 6:30p.m. The evening will also include
knockout champ Ernie Shavers and former rock star Jeff Fenholt. Kevin
Newton of the Impact Team will attemptto break 17 fectof ice with his head.
Prizes will include autographed memorabilia by several sports celebrities
and gift certificates courtesy of Pro Sportsworld.

~

Job openings available at the Career Planning and Placement
Center...The openings include a tlltor, loader, security officer and stock
cletr. The pay ranges from $5.50-$8.35 per hour. For more information
contactJo Wagner in the Career Planning and Placement Center in Anderson
Hall.
UOP names new NCAA representative •••Donald W. Bryan, SBPA
professor, has been named the UOP faculty's athletic to the National
CollegiateAthleticAssociation. Bryan will be responsible for certifying that
UOP's student-athletes have met all NCAA eligibility requirements, including academic standards.

Student volunteerism reviewed ...Judy Chambers, vice president for
student life, has called together a group to study and enlarge the options for
UOP student volunteer activities. Norris Palmer is surveying current
activities and requests from agencies and students. ASUOPPresident Chinh
Vu and President Atchley have discussed the establishment of student
service awards.
Correction...In the Sept. 28 issue of The Pacifican, OASIS was incorrectly reported to stand for the Organization of Associated Students of the
School oflntemational Studies. OASIS stands for the Open Assembly ofthe
School of International Studies.
.. G~mour ma~azi.ne 1~ Top College Women Competition ... the compeuuon IS o~n to JU_mors m a course of study leading to an undergraduate
degree. Wmners wtll be selected from these categories:
l.CREA1!VE ARTS/CO~CATIONS/HUMANITIES: Applied
arts and destgn, fme art, wntmg, theater, dance, film, music broadcast
media, journalism, public relations, advertising, liberal arts. '
2.SCIENCE AND 1ECHNOLOGY/HEALTH: Physical sciences and
~athema~cs,life sciences, engineering, computer science, medicine, nutriuon, nursmg, physical therapy, dentistry, pharmacology, psychology.
3.POLITICS/IN1ERNATIONAL RELATIONS: Political science history, law, cultural studies, foreign language studies.
'
4.-~US~SS AND ECONOMICS/ENTREPRENEURSHIP: Business
admmtstra~on and economic~, finance, accounting, marketing; active involvement m an entrepreneunal venture.
~.PUBLIC SERVICE: Social work, criminal justice, education· extracurrtcular community activities.
'
For an entry fonn, contact Sara at The Pacifican 946-2114
The application deadline is Feb. 1, 1990.
'
·

Doctoral Fellowships in Biological Sciences... Sixty Fellowships will
be_ awarded for full-time study toward a Ph.D. or Sc.D. degree in biological
SCte~~s. Awards are for three years, with an extension possible for two
addtUonal years of full.suppon. Stipends will be $12,900 annually, and an
$~1.~00 cost-of-educallon allowance will be provided to the fellowship inslltuuon on behalf of each fellow.
Eligible. ftelds of stlldy inclu~e biochemistry, biophysics, cell biology
and regulauon, ~evelopmental btology, genetics, immunology, microbiolO?Y· molecular ?tology, neuroscience, pharmacology, physiology, structural
btol~gy and vtrology. For additional information, contact Sara at The
Pactfican, 946-2114.

By Sara Schroeder
News Editor

You have to take your laundry to
the dry cleaners, call the airlines to
get the best ticket home, find an artist
to make a flyer for your organization's philanthropy event, buy balloons for your best friend's birthday,
ftnd a sleeping bag for your weekend
campingtrip,andstockuponmuchies
for the drive. ASUOP services can ~
help with all these needs.
~
The ASUOP Manager's Board ~
consists of seven managers who run (/)
s
the various services offered: Gary :m
Miller, Concerts; Becky Nicholson, -,
Annex; Brenda Beasly, Host ServThe ASUOP Managers
ices; Robb Gordon, Graphics; Wendy
that combine corporate sponsors, an
Pryor, Epoch Editor; Kel Commins,
act, the use of the Spanos Center, and
the assistance of Miller's stage crew.
Travel Services; and Paul Woodland,
Grocery Store.
Miller also serves as liaison from
As Concerts manager, Gary Miller
the Manager's Board to the Execuis responsible for providing stage help
tive Board, where he is one of the five
for shows that come on campus. In
voting members. He describes the
the past, ASUOP was able to bring
Manager's Board as necessary "to
bignameshowstocampus.Recently,
keep a coherence within ASUOP, to
however, the program lost money
keep the channels of communication
invested in shows and is therefore
open. We use each other as a resource, basically."
unable to single-handedly finance
shows. Because of the handicaps of
The ASUOP Travel Service,
the program, Miller is in the position
managed by Kel Commins, operates
as a full service travel agency. Comof assessing whether the program
should exist at all.
mins says his main business is holiAnother alternative is having
day air travel for students, ·but he is
"Presents" shows. These are shows
currently targeting other markets on

Epoch yearbook
now available
By Kirsten Miles
Assistant News Editor

The day has finally come! The
1988-89 Epoch yearbook is now
avaifable. Because of delayed production, the yearbooks were not distributed as early in the fall as usual.
If you ordered a yearbook, you
can pick one up in the ASUOP office.
The Epoch will also be handed out in
mass quantities at the Homecoming
Tailgate Party. If you did not purchase a yearbook last year, you can
be put on a waiting list.
The theme of the yearbook is
"UOP in the Middle," chosen partly
because of all the changes that have
taken place at UOP over the last
couple years, such as a new president
and a new dining service. The yearbook staff also worked UOP's location into the theme. It is located on
the West Coast, but in many ways is
reminiscent of an East Coast school.
UOP is also in the middle of Stockton
and the middle of California.
Wendy Pryor, Epoch editor, feels
that this yearbook has come a long
way from previous yearbooks. According to Pryor, although there is
not enough in the budget at UOP to
compete with other schools such as
the University ofKentueky, UOPcan

'88-'89
still produce a journalistically excellent yearbook.
"This year we are bringing [the
Epoch] closer to the Triple Crown,"
stated Pryor, referring to an award
given to campus yearbooks.
The improvements in the yearbookinclude more graphics, captions
under all the photos, and a lot more
history, although the pictures are still
dominant. There are 32 full-color
pages.
The Epoch is put together by the
Layout and Design for Print Publication class. They have an advisor from
the department ofcommunication and
are lead by Pryor and the assistant
editor. They are short-staffed this year
and are still accepting inter~tu
dents into the class.
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SENATE REPOR

Presidential i
appointmen~

named
By Sara Schroeder
News Editor

campus, such as travel packages for
Greek organizations, the debate team
which travels nationally, and admissions recruiters.
The Travel Service moved from
its previous location downstairs in
the McCaffrey Center to the new
ASUOP offices on the second level
of the Center. Commins and his assistant Eugene Tan keep the service
open Monday through Friday noon to
Sp.m.
Host Services are the "eyes and
ears of Public Safety" at large public
events, such as concerts and athletic
events, according to manager Brenda
Beasley. She is responsible for hir(See MANAGERS, page 3)

At Monday night's Senate m(\
ing, President Chinh Vu announ~
his nominees to the Joint Univers
Judiciary Committee and theASUq
Board of Constitutional Review.
Kevin Tucker will serve a tv.
year term on the Joint UniveiS\
Committee, which handlesanydh,.
plinary concerns that arise.
Wendy Remington,Ji11Robin5<j
Steve Ifft, John Grantham andRe~
Agress were appointed by Vu ~
Executive Affairs Director Mich~
Miller to serve on the Board of~
stitutional Review. According IOJOI
Carmichael, speaker of the Sellai
this board serves as the "Supreq
Court" of the University. It in~
the constitution and retains ultim\
authority over any constitutio~
dispute; for example, a question 01
presidential candidate's eligibilit).
The Finance Committee, ch3irt
by Cannichael, is currently reviet
ing club budgets to determine all()()
lions for the year. The24 clubs fun~
by ASUOP requested $22,000 cu
there is only $15,000 available.

BBQ features coronation
By Kirsten Miles
Assistant News Editor

UOP will kick off Homecoming
1989 ina fun and festive way with an
all campus barbeque at the Homecoming Tailgate Party.
The event will take place Oct. 12
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. on the practice
fields, and will feature many other
activities in addition to the barbeque.
The Frantix, a band familiar to
UOP, will provide the musical entertainment during dinner.
At7:00theUOPcheerleaderswill
lead a rousing pep rally to get the
crowd excited for the Homecoming
football game, where UOP will play
Fullerton. In addition to the pep rally,
Walt Harris will introduce some of
the key football players and talk about
the game.
Next the Homecoming court will
be featured. At this time the coronation will take place, in which the
Homecoming King and Queen are
crowned. Students will be able to
vote that day in the McCaffrey Cen-

ter from noon-3 :00p.m. Candi~
will give speeches from no~
1:00p.m ..
A spectacular fireworks disp~
will be presented by a committee!
UOP alumni.
The ASUOP Annual Ev3e
Special Entertainment and S ·
committees, which are a part
UPBEAT, are planning the Ho!lll
"" coming Tailgate Party. Students ca
use their meal cards to get into lb
barbeque. Without a meal card lb
cost is $7.00 10 eat dinner.
Cindy Philofsky, annual evem
committee chair and Danielle Res
social committee chair, encourag
everyone 10 come, not just studem
with meal cards. If students do 114
want 10 pay, they can come later f4
the activities.
Should it rain that evening, th
event will be held in the Main Gyr
As party favors, 2,000 tumblers wil
be passed out at the Homecomir.
Tailgate Party. The 1988-89 Epocl
yearbook will be handed out 10 stu
dents who purchased them last y~
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Benedetti welcomed to COP
By Bill Dotinga
Staff Writer

L 1ond

.

ay night•

The dean of COP is a powerful
and influential person on this campus. Students might feel intimidated
by such a figure, but the new dean of
COP immediately dispels such feelings with his friendly demeanor and
eagerness to get to know the students
ofUOP.
Dean Benedetti considers his
duties as dean to be broken down into
two areas: academic and administrative. Academically, it is the dean's
duty to see that the curriculum, general education, and set of majors is
viable. He must also make sure that
students are making satisfactory
progress in their general education
rcquirements and their majorrequirements for commencement.
Administratively, Dean Benedetti
is involved in the hiring, firing, promoting, and providing salaries for
150 faculty members and support
personnel. In addition to all of this, a
fair amount of his time is spent coordinating efforts with the vice-president of academic affairs, representatives from other schools within the
University, and President Atchley.
Faculty and students alike are
interested in how Dean Benedetti will
deal with the present general education program. Currently, students
choose general education classes from
a list that includes nearly all of COP
classes, as well as classes from other
schools.
Dean Benedetti said that while he
doesn't care for the current program
because it lacks coherence, neither
docs he like the idea of everyone
having a set of core requirement
classes that everyone has to take
because it removes students' liberties. Instead, he would like a choice
for students, but not a choice from all
of the COP classes. He calls his ideas
"bounded choice."
"A system, to be good, has to have
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COP Dean Robert Benedetti
choice, but not choice among everything," Dean Benedetti stated. "I'd
like to see us move to, a bounded
choice, having the choice between
discreet alternatives rather than saying: 'Here's the catalogue, pick any
courses you want"'
Any changes in the general education program will not be seen until
at least the fall semester of 1991. A
study group is currently being formed
to research possible alternatives. Next
winter, top administration will meet
to debate the various alternatives,
followed by a vote of faculty and
administration.
Whatever the outcome of the
general education controversy, Dean
Benedetti hopes that he will be able
to serve the students at UOP. He also
hopes that he will be approachable
and students will feel free to talk to
him and bring him their questions.
Part of the dean •s responsibility is
teaching a course each semester in
the political science department.
Additionally, he has set some high

personal goals for himself: to attract
to UOP students of every raceand
background.
Dean Benedetti underscores his
intentions for UOP with philosophy.
"I won't take a job unless I can believe in the institution," he says.
"People don't see as much quality
here as there really is. My biggest
intention is to convince people that
we're quite good, and we can get a lot
better."
Despite growing up in Southern
California, Benedetti has spent most
of his life living, studying and working on the East Coast. He received his
undergraduate degree at Amherst
College in Massachusetts, honoring
in political science and completing a
major in English literature. He also
studied at Union Theological Seminary before obtaining master's and
doctorate degrees in political science
from the University of Pennsylvania.
Benedetti arrives at UOP from an
honors extension college in Florida'a
State University program.

.....

Have You
Been To
BIG JOE'S
MANAGERS
(Continued from page 2)
ilg,training,andmaintainingaschedllc for 40 student hosts. The training
~ludes discussion of how to deal
fiith hostile situations, alcohol prototo!, and crowd control.
Becky Nicholson, manager of the
ASUOP Annex, enjoys the new location of the store, and believes it is
rtsponsible for the increase in patrons this year. She is the administrator for the store, responsible for the
llpkeep ofbooks for daily cash, maintaining the equipment, supervising
orders, advertising, and managing her
staff of three.
The Annex's services seem to
expand annually. Besides rental
equipment such as sewing machines
and camping equipment, the store
also offers novelty balloons and dry
Cleaning.
Epoch Editor Wendy Pryor is
8erving her second year in that posi-

tion. This year her staff is part of a
class and will get units for the work.
Pryor still has openings on her staff;
any students interested should contact her through the ASUOP office
(946-2233).
ASUOP Graphics can do nearly
any printingjob needed by a member
of the campus community, from intermurals flyers to business cards to
wedding announcements. They have
also done T-shirt designs and free
lance art The deparunent is comprised of Robb Gordon, manager;
Hayden Watson, assistant manager;
and six artists.
Paul Woodland, grocery store
manager, is responsible for his staff
of clerks, delivery schedules and
ordering merchandise.
More information about any of
these services can be found at the
ASUOP office.

SBPA address issues
(SBPA, from page 1)
Alan Harvey, Stockton city manager
(March 29).
PresidentAtchley stated, "I would
lilce to invite interested members of
the community to this important day
in the School of Business and Public
Administration. These events will
also provide the community an op-

portunity to become better acquainted
with SBPA's new dean. Dr. Mark
Plovnick, and with members of the
School's faculty."
For additional information on the
Center for Management Development
or the Pacific Business Forum contact Dr. Thomas Kail, associate dean,
SBPA, 946-2643.

CD-ROM
(Continued from page 1)
year.
Previously, the extensive research
the CD-ROM system is capable of
could only be attained through a
charged service, Computer Assisted
Research Service. It has access to
over 400 journals, whereas the Science Library has only 90 journals.
CARS requires the librarians, using a
modem, to search libraries throughout the area. The meter runs all the
time the librarian is hooked into the
modem and the charge is passed on to
the researcher. The Science Library
has offered this service for eight years.
Andrews observes the disadvantages of the system: "If you are a
faculty member who has grant money
paying for your research, [the system
is] fine; but if you're an undergraduate, you might see it as inaccesible."
CD-ROM demonstrations will be
taking place throughout the semester. Students who are doing term
papers on scientific subjects from
educational research to bio-chemistry can benefit from the CD-ROM.
Half-hour reservations can be made
in the Science Library, located on the
SecondFloorofthePharmacy School,
or by telephoning at 946-2940.

,•

For the best prices on
quality used, out of print
and collectable books of
all kinds, come to Big Joe's
Books
We take books in
trade and are
located near the
campus!

Big Joe's Books
Mon-Sat 10-6
2034 Pacific Avenue

;;;.QPINION
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the Giants
I know this isn't a smart thing to
say in thispartofthe world, but I hate
and absolutely, positively, without a
shadow of a doubt despise the San
Francisco Giants.
And I hope they lose--and lose
. to
big--in the pIayoffs. My drearn 1s
see them get wasted in four straight
by the A's in the World Series. Nothing could be finer. The Giants do not
even deserve to set foot on the diamond at a World Series game.
Frankly, I was shocked that they
somehow avoided their annual June
· d' ·
swoon this year and won therr lVlsion. Stranger things have happened
before, I suppose, although I'm hard
pressed to think when.

Food for thought
Feeding the needy of Stockton has become easy and convenient--as easy and convienent as giving up lunch in the dining
hall on Wednesdays.
OASIS, the Open Assembly of the School of International
Studies, is sponsoring a program whereby students can sign up
to donate the food from their Wednesday lunch to the Stockton
Emergency Food Shelter. Instead of eating in the dining hall on
Wednesdays, students are then encouraged to attend "World on
Wednesday" at the Bechtel Center where a free lunch is provided.
So far OASIS has secured at least fifty-five permanent
donors. This is a great start and a welcome sign that there are
people at UOP willing to lend a helping hand to the less
fortunate.
Those that organized this program should be commended.
First, there are the School of International Studies, OASIS and
its two representatives, Tony Gleason and Kevin Dangers, and
the ASUOP Senate which backed up their proposal.
Also deserving recognition are ARA Dining Services and
Ron Klink who agreed to donate the food.
And, finally, there are the students who attend "World on
Wednesday" and donate their meals.
But this is just a start; much more can be done to help the
needy of Stockton, a community of which we are all a part.
The rest of us should pick up on the lead provided by this
program to help the community. Give something of yourself to
those less fortunate in the community. This is an idea that bears
repeating because the problems facing our community constantly require our attention.
The place to start giving is obvious, and has already been
conveniently provided.
The Pacifican offers a challenge to every student on this
campus with a meal plan. Donate your Wednesday lunch at least
once this semester. One time, that's all we ask.
In return, if you go to "World on Wednesday" as well, you'll
get a free lunch, hear some stimulatin.g discussion, and help feed
a member of the Stockton community less fortunate than
yourself.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Football top 10
list misses mark
Concerning the flyer: "David
Lettennan: Top Ten Reasons to go to
the Football Game . .."
I don't know who put up up all the
flyers urging any and all apathetic
people to go to the football game, and
I don't mind that we who are apathetic are being urged to go, but the
flyer doesn't have to be so insulting.
Following the theme of the flyer,
I'll list my criticisms point by point:
"Reason # 10--The UOP Football
team is students just like you, only
bigger." Well, maybe it's just me, but
the grammar of the sentence seems
strang&:-{ find it humorous because it
resembles a throwback to stereotypical football players. It would be as if
I were to say, "Yeah, I is a college
student."
"Reason #9--It's a great way to
avoid a hangover." I went to the game
and, to my great surprise, found that
some people obviously hadn't read
the flyer because they came to the
game drunk. Butl'msurcnobody got
drunk afterwards; they were all celebrating the victory with chilled glasses
of milk. Seriously, does going to
footballl games affect anybody's
drinking habits?
Skip #8; it's a good reason.
"Reason #7--The game is being
sponsored by Cellular One." Yeah,
who sponsors the game is real incentive for me to go. For the author's
information, I don't even have a car
after spending $16,000 a year to go
here.
"Reason #6--This is a college
experience." So are fire alarms and
marijuana, but that fact alone doesn't
make them necessities in my life.
"Reason #5--Bec<luse it's Greek
Night .. ." If you're not Greek, who
cares? If you are, you were probably

going to go anyway.
"Reason #4--Because you don't
have to think at the game." Now this
is a reason which should piss a lot of
people off. None of us stop thinking
just because we're not in class. Is that
what football's for? A university
sponsored diversion to preclude excessive and dangerous thought? God
knows, if I think more than once a
day I get confused ...
"Reason #3--You know when and
where it is." Well, I know where and
when my classes are, but I don't
always go.
"Reason #2--Because everyone
else will be there." This has to be the
most simplistic peer pressure argument I' ve ever heard. On the other
hand, we have Michael J. Fox in that
stupid clip before every movie in the
campus theater telling us that "You
guys are too smart for that."
"Reason #1--To have some fun
this weekend and be able to remember it on Monday." This reason,relating back to reason #9, implies that if
we go to the game we won't drink, as
if the football game is some kind of
big AA meeting or something.
If the flyeris trying to get us to go
to the game, this is a rather insulting
way to do it; and if it's trying to stop
alcohol abuse, going to a football
game is not going to help.
At least David Letterman's Top
Ten Reasons are humorous. After the
author's tirade against apathy and
alcoholism, the "Go Tigers!"logo at
the bottom can be seen only as ironic.

Wrong advice?

Andy Mills

Correction
In last week's "Pacific Talks," the
word "it" was inadvertently added to
the quote by Charles Haase.
The Pacifican apologizes for the
error and any inconvenience it may
have caused.
~

I would like to commend Mr.Lark
for taking time to write two columns
of advice to freshmen ("The Freshman Experience," Sept. 21 and 28). I
realize that he probably put quite a bit
of time and effort into these articles;
however, certain portions of them
have not only missed their mark, they
are downright ridiculous and may
even be harmful.
In response to the first article, no
student is "guaranteed" anA, regardlessofwhetherornotheorshespends
twenty hours, forty hours, or sixty
hours a week on school work. Yes,
students who spend forfy bouts a
week on classes would increase their
chanceofimproving their grades, but
there is no iron-clad "guarantee" for
receiving straight A's.
This, however, is a minor point
compared to my next complaint. I
take issue with Mr. Lark's advice to
students regarding drug use in the
second article. He begins with the
right idea, although employing a
much over-used phrase: "Just say
'No' to drugs." Mr. Lark then offers
the sage wisdom of his advanced
years by continuing, "If you insist on
being abusive, at least be discreet."
By advising drug users to "be discreet," Mr. Lark is condoning drug
use. He is, in effect, saying that it is
less harmful to take drugs in one's
room as opposed to a public place. If
a person is using drugs, getting caught
is the least of his or her worries.
I do not mean to sound like a
vindictive nit-picker, but when one
takes on the role of a pedagogical
advisor, one must offer responsible,
sensible advice.
I'm sure Mr. Lark's intentions
were good, but sometimes good intentions are not enough.
Danika Oswald
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"Have you ever done volunteer work? Why or why not?"
Dionne Castaldi
junior
English

Randy Sakuda
Senior
Commu nlcatlon

Raymond Wu
junior
Computer Science

Mary Ann Sargent
Sophomore
Undecided

Steve Robison
Junior
Business

Susie Kochenderfer
Junior
Business
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*Yes. I've done a lot of volunteer
work. I've done volunteer work for
handicapped children. It makes you
feel good to help people."

"Yes. I'm doing 'Night of Champions' to help students have a reason
to say 'No.' We're trying to give
people reasons to say no to drugs. n

"Yes. I've been involved with 'Conversation Partners ' and helping
foreign students assimilate to
American culture."

" Yes, I've worked for the Mary
Graham Center. I wanted to do it
because I wanted to get away from
the social b.s. that goes on in this
school and help other people."

"I do political volunteer work. And
I've helped feed the homeless at St.
Mary's because I wanted to help. "
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Student press low scores, cheating mar testings
fears ·censorship SAT reports "disheartening" results ACT scores mirror SAT's decline
In a similar case, California State
University at Los Angeles (CSULA)
officials, who had complained the
student University Times' coverage
of a death on campus was compromising CSULA's legal defense
against a lawsuit, moved to make the
Times into a "laboratory newspaper"
in 1988.
After resisting for three months,
publisher Joan Zyda was fired. She
has since sued the school, alleging

.·::·.·.

.;~

(CPS)- Years of slow progress
by women and minority students on
the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
stalled during the last school year,
indicated results released on Sept.l2.
Average combined scores of the
SAT, sponsored by the College Board
and administered by the Educational
Testing Service in Princeton, N.J.,
dropped a point from last year to 903.
Male test-takers average 934, a
point higher than last year, but
womcn'scombinedscoresdippcdtwo
points to 875. Non-white students,
although they scored 881, II points
higher than last year's average, still
trailed white students, who improved
2 points to 937.
Black test-takers fared the worst,
averaging 737, the same as last year.
U.S. Education Secretary Lauro
Cavazos called the results "disheartening at the end of a decade marked
by substantial education reform efforts."
The latest scores "prove that the
College Board and ETS have failed
to address the issue of bias," said Bob
Schaeffer, co-author of "Standing Up
to the SAT," a newly published book
by the watchdog group FairTest. "The
SAT is simply not a level playing
field for women and minorities."
College Board President Donald
Stewart blamed the disparities on
differing educational opportunities.
"Score differences among ethnic
groups and between men and women
reflect the wide disparities in academic preparation, or the lack of it,"
he stated.
American Indians suffered the
biggest drop among ethnic groups,

averaging a combined 812, down nine
points on the verbal section and seven
on the math.
The most notable gain was by
Puerto Ricans, who rose five points
on the verbal to 360, and four on the
math to 406. A perfect score in each
section is 800.

(CPS)- The American College
Testing (ACT) scores of this year's
freshmen dipped slightly in 1989,
stated the group that administers the
test on Sept. 12.
Students taking the ACT in 1989
averaged 18.6, two-tenths of a point
lower than the 1988 average of 18.8,

I

which in turn, was one-tenth of a
point higher than the 1987 average.
Between 1980 and 1989, the
average scores of the ACT, which is
administered by American College
Testing in Iowa City, Iowa, have
varied between 18.3 and 18.8. The
highest possible score on the ACT is
30.
"Although the average ACT
scores have fluctuated a small amount
from year to year, they are at about
the same level today as ten years ago,
even though more students are taking
the ACT assessment than ever before," said ACT President Richard
Ferguson.
In 1989, 855,171 students took
the test, a one percent increase from
1988. The ACT is the predominant
college admission test in 28 states.
Averages for minority students
stayed the same or dropped slightly.
In recent years, minority scores have
been increasing slightly
Asian Americans were the only
minorities who improved their scores
in 1989.
Other findings reported were that
men scored higher than women in all
areas except English, where women
scored more than a point higher than
men. ACT officials say that the gender gap has narrowed in past decades
because more women are taking core
courses.

Teachers help their pupils cheat
gon.
''These tests that were once used
only as instructional aids now assess class, school, and district
achievement through students'
scores," noted the report.
Eighty-three percent of 5,413
elementary school districts and 73
percent of 4,501 secondary districts surveyed are reporting standardized achievement scores above
the national norms, the report says.
In addition to surveys, Cannell
said he interviews more than 300
teachers, college professors, and
school administrators who admitted they or colleagues had tampered with tests or helped students
improperly.
Cheating includes pre-test
coaching by principals and teachers, giving students extra time to
take the tests, and even altering
answer sheets.

(CPS)- Some educators arc
helping their students cheat on standardized achievement tests, a
school watchdog group claimed the
second week of September.
Intense pressure by parents,
politicians, and the media for fast
educational reform are to blame,
says Friends for Education, headed
by New Mexico physician John
Jacob Cannell.
All but two states, Louisiana
and Arizona, are reporting aboveaverage scores, concluded "The
'Lake WobegonReport' :How Public Educators Cheat on Achievement Tests."
Cheating, the report says, is
causing misleadingly high scores
on the most widely used standardized achievement tests in grade
schools, making it seem like "all
the children arc above average," as
in Garrison Keillor's mythical
Minnesota town of Lake Wobe-
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PIZZA 1/2 PRICE
GINO'S PIZZA
4415 PACIFIC AVENUE
H'IW".l~~

I

Buy Any 16" Large

1

I

I Pizza, Dine In Or Take I

1 Out, And Receive 1/2
1 Off The Regular Price.
1
1 valid Mondays, Tues1 days and Wednesdays
pnru Oct 18, 1989with
1 Pacific Express. (Not
1 Valid on Delivery).

1

1
1

1

1
1

951-9393
D £LIVERIES
$2 Off Any
Large p·1zza
Call Gino's

_

1
I
I
I
I
I

$3 Off Any
24"-26" Pizza
Call Gino's

951-9393

I
I
1

1
1

I

I
I

951 9393
I
I
I
I No Coupon Needed I No Coupon Needed I
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WE'VE GOT THE SOLUTION TO YOUR CONTACT LENS PROBLEMS!!
Buying contact lenses is a serious matter. As no two eyes are alike, fit
is extremely important for both good vision and comfort. As Doctors. of
0 ptometry we have helped thousands of people switch to contacts. W1th
over 3000 l~nses in stock, you can be sure of getting the most complete
choice of lenses and the SERVICE, COMFORT, and ECONOMY you
desire.

{(Contact Lenses Are My Only Business"

.. _

--------,
$l75

ClBA VISION
A?.SEPr

1

I

I)ISJnfectingSolution
I
~::~a~l Size Salin:_ _ _j

--------,

Bausch & Lomb
Saline Solution$
It'or Sensitive
1
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..._

.

12 Fl. Oz.

75 :
I
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1
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C'.DUI'ON
ausch & Lomb
1
~eNu
$175 1
Oisinfecting
1
Solution
8 Fl. Oz.

Highly Experienced In
Astigmatism and Rigid
Gas Permeable Lenses

Dr. Kurt Skinner
OPTOMETRIST

I Ba~ch & Lomb OSI -

$6

I Daily Wear
9
I Soft Lenses Includes
I 2nd Pair $29 Exam
L --------

1
1

4343 Pacific Ave.
University Square
Stockton

209-957-5110
1 Block North of UOP

Extended Wear-$99

I Soft Lenses
I . Bausch & Lomb

L

• CIBA Vision
~nd Pair

Includes
Exam

$32_ __ _

,--------Wesley Jessen
1

I
I

Spherical Opaque
Lenses
$199
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Last Thursday former Soviet
President Leonid I. Brezhnev, who
died in 1982, was stripped of the
country's highest mi1itary horrlf.
The Tass press agency said
Brezhnev lost the Order of Victory
because he did not deserve it.
Since Brezhnev's death much
criticism holding him responsible
for economic stagnation has been
voiced.
During his later years, Brezhnev
was presented with many of the
country's highest honors.

Greek Parliament to
hold election
On Sept. 28 the Greek Parliament voted to try former Prime
Minister Andreas Papandreou for
corruption. Just hours later the
governing conservative-Communist
coalition announced it would resign
this week and hold elections Nov. 5.
The coalition was formed with
the sole aim of prosecuting former
Socialist ministers accused of involvement in financial scandals.

I I

Bush revises aid for
Nicaraguan election
The aid plan for Nicaraguan
groups who are planning to oppose

the Sandinistas in the coming cleclions will be scaled down by the
Bush administration after scathing
criticism from Congress. Congress
members arc concerned with vagueness in areas of the proposal, and
the haste with which it was conceived.

Quayle asks support
for guerrillas
Last week Vice President Dan
Quayle called for support for nonCommunist guerrilla factions in
Cambodia to he! p prevent the Khmer
Rouge from returning to power.
Quayle refused to comment on
whether or not the United States
had been sending military assistance
to those factions.
Vietnam has called for an end to
foreign aid to the Cambodian guerrillas. According to Vietnam, its
withdrawal of troops from Cambodia was completed last week.

More East Germans
waiting in Prague
East Germans rushed to the West
German Embassy in Prague, many
of them climbing the fences while
Czechoslovakian police looked on.
More than 2,000East Germans were
on the compound as of last Thursday. They are hoping for a wide
release from Czechoslovakia as
occurred earlier in Hungary.

Afghanistan
I

'

~t week Afghanistan's foreign
minister told the United Nations
General Assembly that the American-backed guerrillas had lost any
chance of winning a military victory
against the Afghan government this
year.
Foreign Minister Abdul Wakhil
appealed to the United States and
Pakistan to abandon their policy of
seeking victory for the rebels. He
encouraged President Bush to send
an envoy to discuss a political settlement. He said his government now

4

Ukrainian Communist Party replaces boss

World
Beat
Brezhnev stripped of
military honor

The Paci(ican, October 5,

sterner measures to suppress nationalist movements.
Shcherbitsky's departure seemed
imminent two weeks ago when he
was removed from the ruling soviet
party Politburo, where he had served
26 years. Except for President Gorbachev and Foreign Minister Eduard
A. Shevardnadze, he was the last of
the Politburo members remaining
from the period of Brezhnev.
Ivashko, the new party chief, was

Cambodia
speaks to UN

October harvest
rituals continue

By Barbara Muller
International Editor

Son Sann, a leader of the Cambodian opposition coalition, denounced
Vietnam's assertion that it had withdrawn all its troops by Sept. 26 as
promised.
He said Vietnam left behind thousands of "advisors" in the Hun Sen
government, as well as at least 30,000
soldiers concealed among the forces
of the government, which Vietnam
brought to power after it invaded
Cambodia in 1978.
He said that 100,000 more armed
Vietnamese are concealed among the
one million Vietnamese settlers in
Cambodia.
Son Sann addressed his speech to
the United Nations. and expressed
his concern that Vietnam will try" to
persuade the U.N. to endorse its pretended withdrawal from Cambodia
so it will become eligible for foreign
aid while maintaining control of the
country.

seeks ~ compromise

favors "a democratic system based
on political pluralism and a free economy."
Wakhil told the assembly that the
rebels' attempts to capture the cities
of Jalalabad, Khost and Kandahar
this summer had been "crushing
defeats" ending any hope that the
rebels have the strength to overthrow
the existing government by force.
The rebels have started using longrange shelling and rocket attacks
against the cities and towns they
cannot capture.

born in the eastern Ukraine, and was
trained as an economist there.
He left a teaching career for fulltime party work in 1973, and has
spent his entire career under Shchcrbitsky.
Ivan A. Vakarchuk, a Ukrainian
deputy to the Soviet legislature, said
the new party leader'sfirsttalk would
be to establish some kind of conciliatory relationship with the various
unofficial political groups that have

Last week the Communist Party
in the Ukraine replaced its party boss,
Vladimir V. Shcherbitsky, who ruled
for 17 years. His firm control of the
republic had been shaken by rising
nationalism and unrest among coalminers.
Vladimir A. Ivashko, who served
as Shcherbitsky's deputy, was selected as the new party boss. He is
regarded as a cautious political pragmatist, and he recently called for

Wakhil said that in Kabul alone
1,384 rocket attacks had killed 671
people and wounded 1,014 since Feb.
15, when Soviet troops completed
their withdrawal from Afghanistan.
"How many more Afghans have
got to go down the drain of a senseless war of fratricide for the planners
and executioners of this war to realize the futility of the military opposition?," Wakhil said in his appeal to
the United States and Pakistan to
seek political compromise.

sprung up.
Ivashko's first tough test as
leader will probably be locaJ
lions next February, in which a
ety of independent groups
challenge party regulars.
Opposition groups say the
tions will resolve two qu
whether the Ukrainian Co
have public support, and wh
new party leader is willing to
fair, truly competitive electiona:

the changing seasons. The use of
deities to embody the harvest spirit
was not unique to Greece.
In Europe, the harvest tradition
frequently includes the making of a
doll, usually from com husks, to
symbolize the harvest spirit, or the
Com-Mother. The Com-Mother is
often thought to bring death, and the
prac lice of threshing out the grain has
ritual significance as the killing of
the Com-Mother. There are strong
indications that sacrifice of humans
was common in ancient harvest rituals. This custom does not persist
today, but the Jack-o-lantern, an
important symbol of Halloween, is
also a symbol of ritual beheading.
Humans were sacrificed to guarantee that the evil spirits of the harvest were dead. It also played a large
role in the concept of regeneration.
Harvest is a time ofbounty; much has
been taken from the earth. Human
sacrifice was a tribute to the earth, a
gift to bring large harvests in the
future.
We don't sacrifice to the harvest
gods anymore. But even in our highly
scientific world, harvest traditions
persist.

Potpourri
By Barbara Muller
International Editor

October is a month that has long
been filled with rich traditions and
rituals. Some of these are still practiced in modified form today.
Halloween is celebrated with
elaborate rituals, though it is primarily considered to be a children's holiday now. Adults still participate in
the customs, often dressing in costume, and attending parties. Many
mythical stories surround Halloween. It is a night when spirits walk
and strange things happen. This
holiday is a remnant of ancient harvest rituals.
Harvest rituals are common to
every culture. The time of the harvest
is a time of celebration, but also a
time of preparation for the coming
winter.
Many of the European harvest
customs had their root in Greek
mythology. The myth of Demeter
and Persephone, still widely known
today, provided an explanation for

eland
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CALENDAR
Oct. 16, Monday

Building Global Security :Acting Together to Save the Planet
conference. Workshops on
thinking globally, acting locally.
8 a.m. to 5:50p.m. at Golden
Gateway Holiday Inn, SanFrancisco. $20/$15 (Admission at
door$5more). (415)845-8395.

World Food Day: ''Food, Development and Environment-·
a Sustainable Agenda for the
21st Century." International
experts discuss challenges and
possible trade-offs in maintaining development while protectingtheenvironment. Noon-3 p.m.
EST, check TV listings.

Oct. 8, Sunday
International Food Faire with
food, entertainment, prizes.
Benefit for Stockton Shelter for
the Homeless. $2 admission
(food is extra), 12-6 p.m. at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium,
944-9347.
Latin America Support Committee monthly meeting. 7:30
p.m. at the Anderson Y Center.
948-3302.

Oct. 11, Wednesday
World on Wednesday, noon,
Bechtel International Center
UOP.
'

Oct. 12, Thursday
WORLD HUNGER DAY

.........

Peace & Justice Network board
meeting, 7 p.m. Katalysis office.

Oct. 17, Thesday
Soviet Friendship City meeting.
All are invited. 7 p.m. Anderson
Y, 948-0100.

Oct. 23, Monday
United Nations Day celebration.
SUSD Superintendent Mary
Mend will speak on the "Convention for Children's Rights."
Sponsored by the Stockton UNAUSA, 7:30p.m. at Bechtel International Center, UOP, 463-2938.

Oct. 24, Thesday
UNITED NATIONS DAY
United Nations Day observance
at the North Stockton Rotary Club

t

noon luncheon, co-sponsored by
Stockton UNA-USA. Discussion of recent successes of U.N.
peacekeeping missions with
emphasis upon the awarding of
the Nobel Peace Prize to the UN
peacekeeping forces. Colonel
Joe C. Creel will speak. StocktonHiltonHotel. Call463-2938
for more infonnation.
''International Bioethics" is
the topic of the dialogue between East Gennan and American Christians and Marxists. 7
p.m. at Sears Hall 114, UOP,
946-2161 or 462-3169.

Oct. 25, Wednesday
"The Current Situation in East
Germany" with professors
from East Gennany and UOP.
World on Wednesday at Bechtel
International Center at noon,
UOP.
"Religion and Glasnost in the
East" is the topic of the community forum between East Germans and Americans. 7 p.m. at
the Fireside Room, Central
United Methodist Church, 9462161 or 462-3169.
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Is your computer syntax throwing
a loop in your schedule?

------

Is getting a proper meal an
exercise in quantum
mechanics?
Fear not. Domino's
Pizza will give your
brain a break as well
as provide nutritious
energy.
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o8s ree s act1ve 1n the community
Greeks enjoy and that remind them
how much the community appreciates their help.
"Our national headquarters really
su?ports our community service,"
srud Steve Ifft, Phi Delta Theta's
community service chairperson.
"We totally push it. It's one of the
biggest things we emphasize during
pledging and membership," said Ifft.
Nationally, Phi Delta Theta supports such groups as Big Brothers,
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis,
the Special Olympics and Unicef. In
Stockton, Phi Delta Theta hopes to
serve Thanksgiving Dinner at a Stockton shelter, participate at theWomen's
Center of San Joaquin County's annual Oktobcrfest and sing Christmas
carols at a local retirement home.
"We have a lot of fun, especially
at things like Oktobcrfest, where
there's a lot of people around," Ifft
said.
"A house that does a lot of community service typically has a stronger
bond of brotherhood or sisterhood,"
said VanSchoor, who was a fraternity
man himself during his college years
and strongly believes in the Greek
system supporting the community.
"The purpose of a sorority is not
only to be social, but to also help
community services," said Hilary
Green of Delta Gamma.
Delta Gamma once again entertained the campus with their annual
Anchor Splash. The money raised
goes to their national philanthropy of
sight conservation and aid to the blind.
Approximately one-third of the donations stay within the community
and aid the Stockton Blind Center.

Rhonda Filer

"It's great and people love to do
it," said Michelle Marchant when
describing Tri Delta's feelings toward
community service. "People really
get into it."
Tri Delta in the past has been
famous for their Delta to Delta Run,
which is held in the spring. The proceeds are donated to the UC Davis
Medical Center for Pediatrics where
it will aid cancer research for children.
This year Tri Delta also has several events planned that will aid
underprivileged children through the
Anderson Y program. On October
21, the sorority will hold their annual
musical chairs fund-raiser that supports college student scholarships.
Archania, last year's winner of the
UOP's Greek Community Service
Award, has many events planned for
this semester. Recently, they completed their annual Teeter-Totter
Marathon. The money raised goes to
the Holt Atherton Library.
"We're also trying to put together
something to clean up graffiti in
Stockton, and we're going to do some
work for alcohol awareness week,"
said David Wood, presidentofArchania.
"We are here to get involved in the
community and school, and [community service] shows that we do
care," said Wood.
Although it seems that the Greeks
are always partying and competing
with each other, there is still a unity
between all house members. And
that bond is the joy and reward that
come from helping the community
and those who are less fortunate.

Leland returns to UOP
By Laune Lentz

I

Staff Writer

Ls.

Only six weeks into the semester

and many seniors are already suffering from that dreaded disease: sen, ioritis. Many anticipate the day they
: can say goodbye and never return to
the UOP campus. This feeling is not
shared by all, however. Ted Leland
has returned to his alma matter to
take the position as the new athletic

director.

to start believing in ourselves. When
the athletes feel better about their
efforts, their classmates will support
them. We're also working with the
cheerleaders and the band. We would
like to sec more things like the pep
rally held last week."
Leland feels the pep rallies are
important because they help the players realize there really is support
coming from the student body. The
rallies give the athletic teams a feeling of affiliation with the school as a

Leland graduated from UOP in

1970. During his four years at Pacific, Leland lettered in both football
and track. He was selected to the
PCAA fJTSt team and was chosen as
the school's most dedicated player.
Before his return to UOP in February, Leland was the athletic director at Dartmouth College. During his
six years at Dartmouth, Leland assisted in raising $23 million for their
, athletic facilities and helped the
i school attain 21 Ivy League Champii onships. There is no doubt that Leland will try to accomplish these same
tasks here at UOP since he "loves his
iob and is happy to be back at UOP."
But why would Leland leave his
noted achievements at Darunouth and
return to UOP? Leland offered with
a smile, "It is a great professional
challenge and a chance to come
home."
Looking into the future, the athletic department is in for some
Changes. Leland would like to see
UQp get more competitive, expand
, its Participation opportunities and
upgrade the recreational facilities;
\ namely, more indoor basketball
COUrts, improved intramural playing
field and a student fitness center.
In order for UOP to become more
competitive, Leland said, "We need

"We're not going
to see better
competition; it's
already here"
-Ted Leland
whole.
WiththreeofUOP'steamsranked
nationally (volleyball, field hockey
and waterpolo), Leland feels that the
school already has it's competitive
edge.
"We're not going to see better
competition; it's already here," said
Leland.
So what is the problem? Our
football team has been playing teams
like Pittsburg and Auburn with scores
that leave a bad taste in our mouths.
''I'd rather not have us playing
thes~ types of games. If it's only for
the money, then we should not be
playing,althoughourteam has played
hard and proved themselves well,"
said Leland.
Leland would like to see UOP
play more regional teams that the
students and community are familiar
with. By playing regional teams,
Leland feels there would be more

UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINES
Copiers and Printers Repaired
Complete Typewriter Repair
I.B.M. Sales and Service
"If it types or copies, we can fix it."

Complete Typewriter Rentals
463-9931

472~[.._65

2710 Fremont
Stockton, Ca. 95205

support from the community, students and alumni.
"Withouthome support, we go on
the road. To get support we need a
chance to play teams the fans arc
familiar with, and beat them," said
Leland.
The football team got some of
support they needed at the game last
Saturday. The post-game celebration
between the football team and students reflected that UOP is capable
of showing school spirit.
"The celebration after the game
was as good as any I have ever seen,"
said Leland.
Will UOP's athletics change?
Well, it has been said, "If it can be
done, Ted Leland is the one who can
do it!"

Faces
of UQfJ
Rhonda Filer has worked for The Pacifican for three years now. Her current
position is editor-in-chief, which she enjoys very much.
"Being editor-in-chief, I don't have as
much time to write, which I miss," said
Filer.
Filer is a senior this year and would like
to work in music journalism when she
graduates. Her major is entertainment
management.
"I really like my major. I like it because
it is so unique. I don't really want a 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. job, and I think my major will
allow me to have a more unique and different job," said Filer.
Aside from normal school activities,
Filer enjoys reading Stephen King novels
and listening to music.

Story by Susan Brooks; Photo by Gil Castillo

To participate or
By Susan Brooks
Feature Editor
For those of you who are living in
the dorms, it is time for you to take
full advantage of all that the dorm has
to offer! Believe it or not, dorms are
notjust a place where you sleep; they
have a lot of activities planned to help
people meet other people and make
their college career fun.
I know dorm life can be rough
sometimes, especially now that school
is getting serious, and some of you
might be bogged down with other
commitments, but your dorm really
has a lot to offer you.
I lived in Grace Covell for two
years. Oh boy, what an experience
that was. I had a blast there my
freshman year, but by the time I was
a sophomore I would have preferred
a more mellow dorm. Anyway, I
know from living in Grace that they
have a lot of fun things planned.

BEAUTYA...UOPVB9 ... VROOM2... 0IGETIT
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to participate

I remembertheir"suitcase" dance;
it is a nonnal dance with a raffle at the
end of the nighL (Oh yeah, it's not
quite a normal; you have to bring a
suitcase full of clothes in case you
win the raflle.) The winner of the
raffle gets a free trip to San Francisco-and they take a limo there!
The winners even get a free night in a
hotel room. Anyway, I have had the
pleasure of knowing the winners for
the past couple of years and I know
that they had a total bla~t. I think that
dance is worth going to, as well as
entering the raflle; what do you have
to lose?
For those of you who live on the
west side of campus, the quad dorms
have their annual Quad Olympics.
Each dorm in the quad area sponsors
one event mimicking an event in the
Olympics. All the different dorms
compete and have a grand ol' time.
Following the olympic events there is
a barbecue sponsored by the dining

hall. Sounds like great fun to me; and
I bet they get really creative with it,
too.
South West dorm puts on a formal
every year. What a better way to get
to know people in your dorm and
how fun to get all dressed up! This
year it is planned for sometime in
November.
South West also has an annual
haunted house on Halloween. It's
even scary.
The Residence Hall Association
in the past has put on a scavenger
hunt for all the dorms. The different
dorms follow a map around campus
picking up various clues as to where
to go nexl The prize is usually a
whoppin' $500 for the dorm to use.
Jessie Ballantyne, to my knowledge,
has been the winner for the past four
years.
Good luck with your year and
have fun. Take advantage of all that
your dorms have to offer.
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Broadway hit opens 1989-90 season

STATE OF THE .ARTS
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

By Cathie Allen
Staff Writer

What could be more entertaining
than seeing "The Fantasticks," the
longest running off-Broadway musical-comedy ever? But a trip to New
York can be pretty expensive. You've
got plane fare ($500), the tickets ($50
for a cheap seat), cab fare ($40 if the
driver is honest), dinner ($40), and a c:
hotel room ($120), not to mention a ~
new outfit (you have to look good in ~
New York). And that's not even in- Ill
~
eluding the cost of your date.
Luckily, we are fortunate enough ~
'E
to have the opportunity to sec this ~
musical-comedyperformed right here 0
(5
on campus.
The success of"The Fantasticks"
The cast of "The Fantastics"
has been unrivaled. Since its New
everyone has been in love, and we
-the initial romance, the disillusionYork opening, it has played in over
can understand and empathize with
ment, and finally the renewal. But
5,000 American cities and 80 foreign
the characters."
what is a real love story without some
countries. Sure to become another
The simplicity factor is carried
conflict?
The
play
offers
us
that
too,
milestone in its history is its current
out
not only in the theme of the proin
the
form
of
a
Romeo
and
Juliet
production here in Stockton.
duction, but in the set as well. Unlike
type of struggle-- the kids against the
According the director, Scott
most Broadway shows, "The Fantasparents, only with a twist (No, I'm
Eckem, the reason for the success of
not going to give it away!). Says
ticks" uses a simple stage-- no elabo"The Fantasticks" is its simplicity
Eckem," 'The Fantasticks' owes its
rate sets, costumes, lighting or speand basic theme of love. The story
cial effects.
popularity to its universal appeal-line follows the typical cycles oflove-

Eckem elaborates, "It is theatre at
its barest because it leaves everything up to the audience's imagination. Theycaninterpretastheywish."
The all-UOP student cast inc1udes
Brian Middleton as the narrator, El
Gallo; Kendra Hopper and Matt
Castle as the young lovers, Luisa and
Matt; and Leslie Fielding and Jennifer Strachan as their parents. According to assistant stage director
Tawnia Cannell, "The entire cast is
really excited fortheopeningof'The
Fantasticks.' We've been rehearsing
constantly to make sure that wereally impress UOP with our first play
of our 1989-90 season."
"The Fantasticks" will be performed Oct. 5-7 and 11-14 in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre.
Curtain for all shows is at 8 p.m. and
admission is $6; $3 with a student
I.D. (A considerable savings from
our proposed cost of $750 to see it
off-Broadway).
So treat yourself to an evening of
quality entertainment and save yourself money by seeing "The Fantasticks." With its popular storyline and
talented cast, it should prove to be
"fantastic." (No pun intended, of
course.)

Doobies reunite for album tour
By David Hurst
Entertainment Editor
First it was Donny Osmond, then
the Who, followed by the Rolling
Stones. Reunion Fever has hit the air
and everybody seems to be catching
it Not to be outdone, the original
Doobie Brothers have reunited for a
new album and concert tour.
Among the original members are
Tom Johnston (guitar and vocals),
Patrick Simmons (guitar and vocals),
John Hartman (drums and vocals),
Ttran Porter (bass and vocals) and
Michael Hossack (drums).
Over the course of a twenty-four
year history, the Doobies have sold
over 40 million albums worldwide.
Their accomplishments include four
Grarnmy Awards, 12 gold and 11
multi-platinum albums. They have
performed live for over 30 million
fans in many international cities.

It was one of their tours that got

them interested in a reunion. In 1987,
twelve Doobie alumni got together
for a series of concerts benefitting
various charities. After raising nearly
one million dollars and witnessing
the demand for their revival, the group
began to think about a return.
The new album, "Cycles," is released on the Capitol label. It is the
first album by a Doobie Brothers
group since 1982 when the band ~
performed their farewell tour. ~
"Cycles" is the ftrst album to be re- ~
corded by the original members since Vl
1975. It has already achieved great cB
success. The first single, "The Doc- ~
tor,"wasreleasedinMayandquickly j
,
climbedupthecharts. Thefollow-up
The original Doobie Brothers reunite with "Cycles"
release, a cover of the Isley Brothers'
tour in June, and are now performing from the Shoreline concert benefit
"Need A Little Taste Of Love," is
in California. They will be at the Cal the Children's Hospital at Stanford, a
c.u:rently o~ the charts and has been
Expo Amphitheatre in Sacramento long-time charity of the Doobie
nsmg steadily.
tomorrow night and at the Shoreline Brothers.
Amphitheatre on Saturday. Proceeds
TheDoobies began their"Cycles"

CoNCERTS-____, Barketts perform benefit
Stray Cats are in concert at the Fillmore, Thursday, Oct. 5 at 8 p.m .
Tickets are $18 and $19.
"An Evening with Andreas Vollenweider" will be presented
Friday, Oct 6 at 7:30p.m in the Greek Theatre. Tickets are $19.50
advanced and $22.50 reserved.
Dwight Yoakam perfonns Saturday, Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. at the
Concord Pavillion. Tickets are $18.50 reserved.
The Doobie Brothers will perfonn with Henry Lee Summer
Friday, Oct. 6 at 7:30p.m. at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre. Advance
tickets are $19.50. The group will also be at the Shoreline Amphitheatre on Oct. 7 for a benefit concert for the Children's Hospital
at Stanford. This show begins at 8 p.m. and tickets arc $19.50
reserved and $17.50 lawn.

Peter, Paul and Mary Barkett will
be performing Saturday, Oct 7 in
Long Theatre. The performance will
be part of a benefit for the Peace and
Justice Network.
The Barketts are singers, musicians and songwriters. The versatility of their music encompasses methods of soft rock, jazz, folk, country
and classical. They performed their
music last year to a standing ovation.
The trio has recorded with many

co-sponsoring the event, in conjunction with the Peace and Justice Network.
The Peace and Justice Network is
a nonprofit educational organization
committed to the nonviolent resolution of conflict and the realization of
peace,justice and planetary survival.
Its offices are located in the Anderson
Y Center, across the street from Burns
Tower.
The concert begins at 8:00 p.m.

R.E.M ~ill be at the Shoreline Amphitheatre Saturday, Oct. 21 at
8 p.m. Tickets for the concert are $19.50 reserved and $18.50
advanced.
Oingo Boingo will be at the Santa Cruz Civic Auditorium on Oct.
22 for a 7 p.m. show. Tickets are $18.75 advanced.

The New Kids on the Block and special guest Dino will be at the
Oakland Coliseum Dec. 19 and 21 . Showtimes for both shows are at
7:30p.m. Tickets are $19.50 reserved.

BULL DURHAM ............... Starring Kevin Costner and Susan Sarandon
Thursday, Oct.5, at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Oct.7, at 7 p.m.
MAJOR LEAGUE ............ Starring Tom Berenger and Charlie Sheen
Friday, Oct.6, at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Oct.?, at 9:30p.m.
Sunday, Oct.8, at 2, 7, and 9:30p.m.
HAROLD AND MAUDE: Starring Bud Cort and Ruth Gordon
Tuesday, Oct.lO, at 9 p.m.
DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE
A production of"The Fantasticks" will open the 1989-90 perfonnance
season of the UOP Department of Drama and Dance. Opening night will
be tonight at 8:00p.m. in the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre located in
the Drama Building.
Additionalperformancesoftheproduction will be0ct.6, 7,11, 12,13 l .. ....,hPr
and 14. General admission tickets are $6, while students, senior citizens,•111111•""'"u-·
and UOP staff tickets are $3. For more infonnation call ScottEckern at 9462116.
nl~~

Critics·
'howl' with
,..,,..,I
praise for ''Hooch''
Honorary Critics
This week we will be reviewing
the adventure/comedy, Turner and
Hooch. We will now join Keebler and
Gertie live at the Twin PlazaTheatre.
KEEBLER: I really thought the
fllm had a lot of humanistic values in
it
GERTIE: Yes, but the fact that the
dog was involved blows that
theory!
KEEBLER: Yes, but the dog was
trained so well that it seemed to have
humanistic qualities; for example,
when he demonstratedsuch agility
opening the beer can. What more of
a humanistic quality do you want?

00

Out of a

and this movie explodes with
qualities: There was adventure in
parts of Turner's life (that is,
he wasn't messing around with the"n"'"....."veterinarian). There was -v••·v,,."""
throughout the movie.
KEEBLER: Most certai
Especially during the intense
scene when Hooch came 10 the
cue!
GERTIE: Keebler! Go ahead
tell the whole plot why don't you.
You should alos tell about the
scene when Hooch got a little nose)
and decided to do some investigatin&
around Turner's house.

u

KEEBLER: Oh, that was adven·
turous all right, and very funny. Wt
almost forgot to mention Tom HankS'
most well known characteristic~orn
clever, witty, and outright hystericaPf
humor. The way he learns to relate
this vile, slobber-faced dog is
classic.

KEEBLER: ..What do you mean,
"Ohno"? Itwasperfect! Lovedeveloped between dog and master, investigator and the new-to-town female
vet, and the female lassie dog and
Hooch.
GERTIE: You at ways go right for
the mushy stuff! It's the adventure
and suspense that people want to see,

FREE GIFr JUST
FOR CALLING

PLUS RAISE UPTO

Deb~rah Harry and a special guest will pcrfonn Sunday, Oct. 22
at the F1llmore. Show starts at 9 p.m. Tickes are $18.00 and $19.00
reserved.

McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE

....,;.·

From left: Peter, Paul, and Mary Barkett
popular San Francisco artists and sang Saturday. There will be a reception
for a time with Bread & Roses, a following the performance. Tickets
charitable foundation. The group has are $5.50 for adults, $2.50 for chilrecorded two singles and four albums dren and are available at the Peace
of their own.
and Justice Network Office. Call
This year's master of ceremonies 462-0813 or 467-4455 for more infor the concert will be Jeff Crawford formation.
of KUOP. The Anderson Y Center is

~1700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!
orm Page
Olher Services From Flyers
_______T__o Calendars.
1
Laser Mas~~-~-ppie Hac:ln~sh™
Desk To:> r-.~blishlng.

l.t Pryur • 476·0389

Student Groups, Fraternities and sororities needed for
marketing project on campus.
For details and FREE GIFf,
group officers calll-800-9S08472 ext.20

So1•

Director Mary Alice Myers will present a concert in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall Saturday, Oct. 7, at 8 p.m. The concert will be performed by
the SweetAdelines' Sacramento Valley Chapter and the barbershop quarte~
"Desperation." The show is sponsored by the Lincoln High School Choirs,
who will also perform. Tickets are $7.00 for adults, $4.00 for seniors and
students. For more information, call473-5519.

By Keebler and Gertie

• FuLL NAIL SERVICE •

oyJNf ··

If'

ot Loo9 iB

FAYE SPANOS CONCERT HALL

GERTIE: Oh no!
,

VS·

The University of the Pacific Conservatory of Music presents the
University Symphony Orchestra in its Fall Concert. Warren van
will conduct. The performance will take place on Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 8:15
p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

KEEBLER: We'll get to the adventure later. First let's discuss the
complicated multiple love connection.

Fine Young Cannibals will be in concert Thursday, Oct. 12 at
7:30p.m at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre at 7:30p.m. Tickets are
$18.50. The group will also perfonn with Neneh Cherry at the
Shoreline Amphitheatre Friday, Oct. 13. The tickets for the 8 p.m.
show are $19.50 reserved and $16.50 lawn.
Stevie Nicks and The Hooters are in concert Oct. 18 at 7:30p.m.
at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre. Tickets are $18.50 in advance. The
performers will also be together in the Shoreline Amphitheatre on
Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. Tickets for this show are $18.50 reserved and $16.50
lawn.

· · t Allen Brown and the UOP Percussion
Ensemble
wiU
PerCUSSlOOIS
.
•
present a program of Latin and jazz music on Fnday, Oct. 6, m the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall.
. .
Conceived as a salute to the Latin culture and its many .c?n~bubons to
the world of music, the concert will also feature a Braz1han Jazz group
organized specifically for the performance.
.
.
.
.
The concert is part of the Conservatory ofMus1c R~1dent~sts Senes.
It will begin at 8:15. Admission is by $2.00 scholarship donabon; students
and children will be admitted free of charge.

GERTIE: Well, you do have a
point; the dog was exceptionally well
trained. I suppose that does contribute to the humanism of thefllm. But
what about the adventure?

Simply Red will display their talents at the Warfield in San Francisco on Oct. 8 &9. Ticketsforthe balconyare$19, with$20formain
floor seating. Show starts at 8 p.m.

•
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Tiger Tracks Volleyball continues victory tour
By Tom Gregory

Friday, Oct. 6

Senior Staff Writer

vs. IRVINE ............ ....................... 7:30p.m.
at Long Beach St ........................ 7:00p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 7
vs. LONG BEACH ........................ 7:30p.m.
at UNLV .......................................... 7:30p.m.
o at UCSB ....................................... 3:00 p.m.
Hockey vs CHICO ST ........................... 1:00 p.m.
Country UOP INVITATIONAL

ATHLETES OF
THE .WEEK
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The top setter for Tiger Volleynumber 10, Melanie BeckenAfterredshirting her first year in
1987, she came on strong in 1988,
the second highest match
mark in Pacifi history. She
also selected to the Big West
Melanie is an even greater asset

to the Tigers this year than previous

years. In the last 15 matches she has
made 604 assists, 140 digs and she

. explodes with
mov1e
Th re was adventure

played in all 50 games. She has
been named to the All-TournaTeam at the Pacific-Reebok
theNotreDame
and Big West Player of
. JUSt
.
Week all m
one month ..

Jason
Edwards
Over the past few weeks football has seen some "big plays."
The man on the receiving end of a
lot of these has been number 10,
wide receiver Jason Edwards. He is
the team leader in yardage with 220
in 13 receptions. His all purpose
'
I
•yardage is 246. - - • ...~r
..
During the San Jose State game
he had two touchdowns, one for 3
yards, the other for 63. This past
weekagainstLongBeach, he caught
a key pass for 46 yards that was
almost an interception. This set up
the final touchdown for UOP that
led to the unforgettable field goal.
Edwards came to UOP as a
quarterback, so he knows what it's
like to be on the passing end of his

eer's life (that is,
When Melanie is not settmg
game. "I'm glad I'm getting the
of 'Tl~ingaroundwilblhe j volleyballs she likes to waterski,
opportunitytoplayreceiver. lthink
".
There was
work out, and cook. When asked
the transition has worked out well,"
nuna~~· rnovie.
how she felt about the team Melanie
said Edwards.
l lllllwo·-·- u•e
said, "I have a good feeling about
When he's not playing football
orstudyingfinance,you'llfindhim
R· Most certa: ly. thisyear;wehavethetalenttoreach
E
'(!fiBL : the intense C'laSC the final four."
with his family in Sacramento,
rocn~"'
dunn&
to
!he
,res·
waterskiing, or golfing.
hen HOOCh came
~...__________________
_
0

pcrdine, and Stanford. Pacific came
back to win the fourr:t game and the
match. Krissy Fifer led the Tigers
with II kills while Cathey Scotian
had 7 kills and I5 digs.
Scotian also led Pacific in its win
overSantaBarbara(IS-10, I5-4, 1513) by reflecting eight Gaucho kill
auempts. Scotian, who received Big
West honors as player of the week for
the week of September 11, has been a
dominating force all season long for
the Tigers.

Three wins

-E

<(

II be Oct. 6, 7, 11, 12 13

and beaten five Top 20 teams including last weeks victories over Santa
Barbara and San Jose State.
In the San Jose State match,
Pacific rolled to a two game lead, 155, 15-5, before allowing the Spartans
to win the third game 15-8. This
marked only the third time this season that an opponent has taken a
game from the Tigers, who have won
36 out of their 39 games played. The
only other teams to take a game from
Pacific are Sacramento State, Pep-

·

]1

Melanie
Beckenhaur

The UOP women's volleyball
team continued last week to keep its
winning streak alive with victories
over San Jose State, Cal Poly, and UC
Santa Barbara. Though the Tigers
(15-0) are just two wins shy of tying
the Pacific record for the best start in
a particular season, those two wins
are not going to come easy.
Tomorrow night the Anteaters of
UC Irvine will bring their 9-3 record
to the Spanos Center where they will
try to upset the home team. Irvine is
led by Ali Wood who is coming into
the match with an average of 4.29
kills per game, a stat that ranks her
fourth in the Big West.
Though the Irvine match is important for the Tigers, the real showdown will be on Saturday night when
Long Beach State goes head to head
with Pacific. The 49 'ers are boasting
their own win streak of nine and are
a highly touted team. The match will
be the battle for the nation's No.3
ranking because on the NCAA Poll
Pacific is ranked No.3 and Long
Beach is No.4, while on the AVCA
Tachikara Poll that order is reversed.
The mainstay of the Long Beach

squad is senior Tara Cross. Cross is
just fifty kills short of becoming the
nation's all-time kill leader. She already tops the Big West with 2,139
career kills. Ranking eighth in that
same category is Pacific's Elaina
Oden. Oden needs 113 more kills to
become Pacific's all-time kill leader.
Though the Long Beach match
will be the Tigers' most competitive
match of the young season, it's not as
if Pacific has played easy teams thus
far. The,Tigers have already played

'-''"'¥·

for Polo
By john Terra
Staff Writer

The UOPTigerwaterpolo team is
looking confidently ahead, after a
very successful weekend of games.
UOP came out strong last Friday at
home, and beat the Gauchos ofUCSB
6-5.
The Tigers' pressure defense was
consistent throughout the game, and
proved to be quite a burden for the
Gauchos. Due to aggressive and
tenacious two-meter guarding by
Mike Dohren, Craig Ackley, Chris
Appleton, and Kelly Porter, UCSB
found it hard to maintain offensive
possessions.
The Tigers' leading scorer Mike
Allen chalked up three of the team's
six goals. Craig Ackley showed some
of his spectacular ball handling, and
scored two goals. Number one driver,
Kelly Porter, took advantage of his
speed, and was responsible for the
final goal. Top scorer for the Gauchos
(See POLO, back page)

Melanie Beckenhauer sets anothe~ Elaina

Oden kill.

"IMPROVE YOUR STUDENT BODY"
SUPER
STUDENT
SPECIALS!!!

Runners race
at Fresno St.
By Rob Sangster
Staff Writer

tion was against 4th ranked Northwestern. The Tigers lost 3-0, but the
entire game was of high intensity;
UOP. proved that the West Coast can
play field hockey. The Tigers went
into the game expected to be blown
out butthey stood their ground, gaining'respect and demonstrating talent
to a national powerhouse.

Pacific's Women Cross Country
Team ran against Fresno State and
other schools on Saturday at Woodland Park in Fresno. UOP's team of
12 was the second largest team among
the 90 competitors.
Senior Michelle Larson fmished
ftrst out of the Pacific team and just
missed medaling the race. She finished the 5K race in 22:17.
Second and third for Pacific were
senior Hillary Blunt, with 22:59; and
team captain, Karen Damgaard just a
second behind at 23:00.
(See CROSS, back page)

Congratulations To

JPHJI DEJLTA THJETA

• SPECIAL 9 MONTH TERMS
• SUPER SAVINGS - CASH DISCOUNTS
• ONE ON ONE TRAINING
• WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING
• OPEN S AM TO MIDNIGHT

rn

For '1\vo Succesful Rushes!
PROTESTANT
WORSHIP
SERVICE

MORRIS
CHAPEL
Sunday
Oct. 8
11:00 am

Welcome Fall1989 Pledge Class:
John Gwaltney
Paul Shinners
Scott Shepherd
Jim Gassman
Luis Meza
And Here's To Our
45 Little Sisters!!

"DISCOVER YOUR BODY'S POTENTIAL"
474-8822
NEAR YOUR CAMPUS

.
.

·FOOTBALL
• (Continued from page 1)
. Starting a drive at their own 4 after a
. botched kickoff return, the offense
. began to make the timely big plays
that marked the evening. On second
down, Kopp dropped back to pass,
stepped to his right and bolted upfield
•62 yards before he was dragged down
from behind at the CSULB 34. Pa: cific then opened their scoring with a
33-yard reception by Lubow from
Kopp.
The only scoring of the second
quarter came late in the period. Using two 15-yard penalties and accurate passing, the Tigers moved 80
yards in 8 plays, capped by Bryan
Baldwin's 10-yard catch for the &oahead score. A failed two-point
conversion left the margin at one
before the half.
Baldwin continues to sparkle, as
do Jason Edwards and Aaron Turner,
in theTigerreceivingcorps. Baldwin
had six catches Saturday, and Edadded five. Lubow, showing
the versatility which has allowed the
offense to open up around him, hauled
in 7 passes for 118 yards as well as
carrying the balll6 times.
Freshman Greg Bishop stood out
on defense, along with senior Kendrick Brown. Bishop knocked down
two passes from his defensive line
position, while Brown led the team
with 10 total tackles.
After Derr kicked a 43-yard field

wards

goal in the third quarter, Long Beach
State reclaimed the lead on two Sean
Foster touchdown catches of 4 and
18 yards. Following a kickoff return
to the UOP 29, Kopp brought his
team out to face a 25-16 49ers advantage.
At the 34 one play later, Kopp
dropped into the pocket and lofted a
spiral that flew 46 yards, over the outstretched fingertips of his receiver
Edwards and into the hands of soaring Long Beach State cornerback Stan
Davis. As Davis fell to the ground
clutching the pass,.Edwards drove
one hand through Davis's arms and
stole the ball, landing at the frustrated
defensive back's feet for the completion.
Another Kopp-to-Edwards clutch
reception landed the ball at the 5 of
Long Beaab. and Lubow dove in from
the one. Derr's extra point set up his
own heroics, making thescore25-23.
UOP fmally seemed to get the
breaks Saturday, making the little
things happen in a game close enough
to have them count. The49ers missed
on three of four extra points, on one
bad snap, one blocked kick, and one
miss by kicker Rick Schwendinger.
In the third quarter, Kopp was sacked
at the goal line for an apparent safety,
but the officials marked it at the 6inch line and Nordbeck punted it out
of danger on the next play.
The game's only lost fumble followed Lubow's dive, as Webb lost
the handle at Pacific 15 with 2:18

OASIS
(Continued from page 1)
it's well worth it."
The first week of the food distribution program was widely supported. Over 100 students signed up
to donate lunches, and at least 55 of
those are now permanent donors,
donating their lunches weekly. The
donated lunches will contribute to
the food collected by the Stockton
Emergency FoodS hcltcr, which feeds
l()()to 200 people daily. The shelter is
located in south Stockton on Scotts
Avenue underneath the Center Street
overpass.

remaining in the game. Baxter Dunn
recovered and the offense stormed
out for one final drive. Three passes,
two to Baldwin and one to Lubow,
and a penalty put the Tigers in 49er
territory at the 26. Unable to move
the ball any farther, Coach Harris
called on Derr for the attempt of 42
yards. These are the three points that
will replay in Derr's and the Tigers'
dreams for a long time. After the
field goal, the score was 26-25 and
1:16 showed on the clock as the49ers
attempted to rekindle hope.
The ensuing kickoff dropped in
front of the CSULB returner, where
he watched Brian Miller seal the
victory, recovering the free ball near
the 20. Kopp and Lubow ran out the
last 1:16 and the team, with its coach
high on their shoulders, led the crowd
in song and cheer for Pacific's new
dawn.

Speaker Gleason stated that "It's a
good way to get people thinking about
community concerns; and at the same
time, it gives them a chance to make
a contribution. It's also a good way to
get people to World on Wednesday,
which provides a free lunch." Kevin
Dangers, OASIS ambassador, added
that '"This program has two potential
effects; it could remain limited to the
School of International Studies, or it
could snowball, attaining campuswide appeal, thus reaching the entire
community." Students wishing to
donate their Wednesday lunch are
encouraged to contact an OASIS
representative by going to the OASIS
office on the third floor of George
Wilson Hall.

RAMBLINGS
(Continued from page 4)
You've got to be kidding. Lemaster certainly wasn't the worst player
in the history of Major League Baseball, but "Dream Team" material he
wasn'L lbat is as much a reflection
on him as the team he played for.
So whenever I see an orange and
black "S.F." cap, I think of Johnnie
LeMaster and his teamates playing a
particularly pathetic type of baseball
I'll caJI"Giant Ball." "Giant Ball" is
categorized by bad pitching, lots of
errors in the field, losing eight run
leads, having the opposing team's
pitcher hit two home runs in one
game, etc., etc.
It's fun baseball, part of the genre
called Comedy Baseball.
Unfortunately, Comedy Baseball
doesn't play as often these days in

wonderfully frigid Candlestick Park;
but at times Will Clark, Kevin Mitchell, et al., forget the fundamentals of
the game and lapse into fits of"Giant
Ball." These are moments to be treasured; moments that affmn the spirit
of Johnnie LeMaster will forever be
a part of the San Francisco Giants.
These are moments that make me
feel as if all is right with the world. I
justdon'tknowwhatl'lldoif,heaven
forbid, the Giants actually win something this year.
But if theA's self-destruct and the
Giants actually do win in a fluke, I'll
at least be secure in the knowledge
that they won't do it again for another
35 years. History and the spirit of
Johnnie LeMaster don't lie. You can
count on that.
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CROSS
(Continued from page 9)
According to UOP Cross Country Coach Sam Tilton, "It was thebest
run meet that I've been a part of, and
it is a very tough course."
Over the 3.2 mile race the runners
encounter rough terrain, hills and
often mud. In Stockton there is no
area to train for the hills.
Despite problems in geography,
Tilton is impressed by the team's
progress in both their time and conditioning. "They are working on the
mental part ofcross country running,"
he said. "I predict by the end of the
year their times will drop into the low
20s or high 19s."

U-RAE~}an~!vv~~~~~LECTO
It's a desktop organizer that holds h . .urn ...
folders. Not exciting stuff but ·f~gmg flies or regular file
And this week it's very affo d bl I IS very functional.
r a .e. Regular $8.99
Blowout sale

priced at only

$4.99!

POLO
(Continued from page 9)
was Carl Swan with two goals.
In the final quarter UOP was faced
with a penalty shot against them, due
to a four-meter ejection called on
Kelly Porter. However, goalie Dan
Della Maggiora blocked the shot, and
savedthe
Tigers from a possible tie game.
The two teams seemed to be
evenly matched, but the Tigers proved
their dominance by clinching the win.
Said Head Coach John Tanner: "We
were falling off, and it looked like
they were going to tie the game.
Missing that four-meter shot really
hurt the Gauchos. Della Maggiora
had a great game."
Last Saturday the UC Davis
Aggies were easily handled by the
Tigers. Once again, Mike AJJen was
the man with the hot hand. Allen
scored an impressive four goals
against Davis, which increased his
average to over two goals a game.
The Tigers had no problem controlling the entire game, and basically
showed the difference between division 1 and division 2 waterpolo.
The Tigers finished up a busy
weekend on Sunday away from home
with a win over UC Santa Cruz. The
final score was 17-6, and the top
scorers were Mike Allen with six
goals and Kelly Porter with five. After
Sunday's game the Tigers current
record is 5-2 overall. UOP's next
home game is against Pepperdine on
Oct. 13.
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project will be rna
the University Coun
with the cooperation o
Dr. Lavon Rupel,
Center coun~clor, has
director of the progr
use her credentials
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HELP WANTED
Gov't Jobs! Now hiring in your
area. Both skilled and unskilled.
For a current Jist of jobs and application call 1-615 383-2627 Ext.
P598.
Attention: Earn money reading
books! $32,000/year income potential. Details, 1- 602 838-8885
Ext. BK748l.
Cruise Ship Jobs! Hiring Men Women. Summer/Year round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL. ExceJlent pay plus
FREE ttavel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1206-736-0775, Ext. 7051.
See your name in print! Staff Writers needed for The Pacifican.

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would like
to make $500-$1000 for a one-week
on campus marketing project. Must
be organized and hard working. Call
Gina or Mira at800- 592-2121.

FOR SALE
1977 VW camper van. $2500 OBO.
466-0735. Leave a message.
Attn: Students, Faculty, large family,
Home for rent very large 2 story, 5
bdrrn., 2 bth., in nice area approx. 1
mile from UOP and close to Dameron Hosp. Lots of space. Lower
story has separate entry. Huge backyard for parking, recreation and gardening. $900/month. CaJ1464-5895.
Jeep 1982CJ7Renegade,harddoors,
soft top, 5 speed. $5,595. Call Hugh
- (day) 478-2230 (eve & wkends)
957-0756.

PERSONALS
Pita- G'day! Hope life down under
makes you say ooiii! We miss you!
YO! Sweathead, Odie and Little
Beth- WE MISS YOU!!! Hope
everything is wonderful! Love your
Tri Delta sisters in the states!
To my BIG BUNNY!
Let's get psyched for a great year!
You are the best. Phi DeJt is #1!
Love, Your little sis.
Sexy co-ed cries for help. My looks
and legs make me seem unapproachable. Free me from loneliness! Meet
me at Homecoming tailgate party,
Oct 12.
To the bestliule sis Shannon Turner!
Got the hiccups? I've got the cure!
Love, your Big Bro.

o1 Prtnts
2nd set
.
t r e Of oeve\oping On\y!

from Co\or ft\m Ad~~ Or Super Vue Size Prints.
Your Choice Of Stan or
Put it on your UOP
---:_ceount

---

Major credit cards accepted

Personal checks ok With 10

We'll even take cash!
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